


Warehouse & Logistics Overview 

Logistics and warehousing plays an indispensable role in the transportation of goods across the country. A warehouse is a fundamental
part of business infrastructure and is one of the key enablers in the global supply chain. It supports procurement, manufacturing and
distribution services which collectively build robust economies.

The industry continues to witness growth due to the growth in retail, ecommerce and manufacturing sectors. The progress of logistics
sector holds an immense value for Indian economy as well; as such advancement would increase exports, generate employment and
give the country a significant place in the global supply chain.

As per the economic survey 2017 - 2018, the Indian logistics sector provides livelihood to 22 million-plus people and improving the
sector would facilitate a 10% decrease in indirect logistics cost, leading to a growth of 5-8% in exports. Further, the Survey estimates
that the worth of Indian logistics market would be around US$ 215 billion in next two years compared to about US$ 160 billion
currently. The boom in next couple of years is expected largely due to the implementation of Goods and Service Tax (GST). Also, Rise of
ecommerce logistics and increased domestic consumption will lead the way for the industry in the coming years.

The global economic outlook, indeed that of India is expected to significantly improve as India Inc begins to tackle the economic
downturn.
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Government Initiatives

Factors driving growth of warehousing & logistics sector in India

Make In India

Multi Modal Logistics Park (MMLP)

Goods & Services Tax (GST)

Bharatmala & Sagarmala Project

Digital India

Infrastructure status to warehousing 
and logistics



Make In India 

• The “Make in India” campaign has been developed to revitalise the potential of the country’s manufacturing sector. From catering to a
mere 13-17% of the GDP, the government envisions to raise the sector’s share to a quarter. Twenty-five labour-intensive sectors were
identified, which would be the prime beneficiaries of this initiative. As a part of this initiative, the government of India wants the state
governments to collaborate and provide incentives to aid the manufacturing industry as well as update/remove archaic laws which have
been impeding the growth of manufacturing industry in India. The government also intends to setup industrial corridors to promote the
manufacturing clusters by connecting them to ports and consumption hubs via roads, railways and inland waterways. Several global
agencies have lauded these measures. For instance, India jumped 30 ranks in The World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business Index in 2017.

• The manufacturing sector is amongst the major occupiers of warehousing space and both sectors are complementary to each other. In
order to aid the manufacturing and warehousing sectors, the government has announced plans to set up multimodal logistics parks at
34 locations across India, which have the highest freight movement at an investment of INR 2 trillion.

• Thus, the Make in India programme, multimodal logistics parks and infrastructural push around the initiative would together lead to a
spur in demand for new warehouse space development as well as increase the demand for existing warehouses.



Multi Modal Logistics Park (MMLP)

MMLP is a multi-modal freight handling facility with a
minimum area of 100 acres comprising mechanized
warehouses, specialized storage solutions like cold storage,
facilities for mechanized material handling and inter-modal
transfers like container terminals, bulk or break-bulk cargo
terminals.

• These parks will act as freight aggregation and
distribution hubs to bring down overall freight
transportation costs

• These parks will have road, air, railways, and waterways
connectivity to facilitate smooth transition of freight
across transportation modes and reduce lead times

• Modern mechanised warehousing space

• Services like customs clearance and warehouse
management systems will be provided. This will help
reduce the inventory holding costs.



• The Good and Service Tax - The Goods and Services Tax, touted as the biggest tax reform in the history of independent India became a
reality in 2017. This tax replaced a plethora of central level taxes (i.e. excise duty, countervailing duty and service tax) and state level
taxes which meant that the same product was sold at different prices in different states. Many businesses were of the opinion that in
some segments, the exports of goods were seamless after GST.

Pre-GST Scenario, delivery took a lot of time as the goods were held up for days at multiple entry barriers across states. Each state had its
own set of taxes and the companies had to tie-up with local compliance staff for getting the required permits. All these barriers ultimately
led to an increase in product prices. Further, Companies rented small warehouses in each states to avoid wastage of time at the barriers
across states and inter-state taxes.

Post – GST Scenario, Goods and Services Tax has resolved the pre-GST pain points and streamline the supply chain such as travel time.
Trucks are able to cover longer distances every day with an improved turnaround time ensuring that the transporters can carry out their
business with a smaller fleet. As a consequence of faster movement of goods across the country, companies are able to carry smaller levels
of inventory to support the same level of sales. This reduces the inventory carrying costs and working capital requirements leading to
significant financial savings. The reduced inventory levels, also reduces the overall warehousing space required. Most of the companies
have consolidated into larger warehouses to get benefits of economies of scale; this coupled with lower inventory level requirements
would lead to significant savings in real estate cost.

The biggest advantage which supply chain experts attribute to the implementation of GST is the reduction in inventory. The savings due to
reduction in overall inventory levels is expected to far exceed savings in real estate costs on account of consolidation of warehouses.

Good And Services Tax (GST)



Warehousing strategy before GST
Warehousing strategy before post GST



Bharatmala & Sagarmala Project

The Government's other major emphasis is on improving India's transportation mix by developing inland and coastal waterways.
Given the economic and environmental benefits, the Government has chalked an ambitious Sagarmala project that aims at doubling
the share of seaways in the transport mix over the next decade by executing multiple projects related to expansion and
modernization of various ports.

Port development had gained momentum due to huge amount of funds being disbursed under the Centre's 'Sagarmala' programme.
Under the Union Ministry of Shipping's Sagarmala programme, 415 projects, at an estimated investment of approximately Rs 8 lakh
crore, have been identified for development and modernisation across the country between 2015 and 2035. These facilities are
being developed over a 2000-metre waterfront and the logistic area comprises 400 acres

Digital India 

Digitisation will make technological applications and innovations in supply chain management easily available to large number of
players, thus increasing the efficiency of the sector on the whole.



Infrastructure Status to Warehousing & Logistics

100% foreign direct investment (FDI) in the storage and warehousing sector under the automatic route has been permitted since
several years. In addition to this, the government has recently announced infrastructure status to the logistics industry. This decision
will enable companies in the logistics and warehousing sector to access funds at lower cost, longer tenure and enhanced limits.

Companies would now be accounting for lesser cash outflows due to debt and interest repayments in the initial years unlike earlier, as
the debt financing can be taken with longer repayment tenure. It would also enable them to raise larger amounts of funds as external
commercial borrowings (ECB), borrow longer tenure funds from insurance companies, pension funds, sovereign funds and also make
them eligible to borrow from the India Infrastructure Financing Co. Ltd (IIFCL). Moreover, even the banks would be able to lend to
this sector with lower provisioning requirements than earlier. The approval process also gets simplified.

Institutional players will not invest in unorganised and small warehouses; they generally invest or set up large warehouses and huge
logistics parks. Currently, the new facilities that are being built by institutional players are generally of large sizes, bigger than the
minimum requirements as specified above and hence, they would stand to benefit from the infrastructure status.



The movement of a product from a seller to the buyer in the e-tailing
scenario involves several stages. These processes are listed and briefly
discussed below:

First Mile Delivery - Goods are picked up from the sellers and transported
to the e-commerce retailers’ mother hub or fulfilment centre as per the
logistics model adapted.

At the Fulfilment Centre (Mother Hub): Post first-mile logistics, the product
lies on the shelf until fulfilment, which involves sorting, picking and
packaging of products.

Line haul: The process involves linking the fulfilment centre with the
distribution/dispatch centre, via road, rail or air, subject to the most
efficient transit time and cost matrix.

Last-mile logistics: This phase involves the dispatch and shipping of
products from the delivery/ dispatch center to the end customer, from
where they are shipped out to the customers.

Reverse logistics: Another important aspect of E-commerce retail is product
returns, which can be customer initiated or due to a logistics failure.

Logistics & Warehouse in E-commerce



Current Scenario – Where does India stand?

The Indian logistics industry has grown leaps and bounds in the last 8-10 years. The global practice of 3PLs (third party logistics) and 4PLs
(fourth party logistics) has gained considerable popularity in the country. Enormous growth in the e-commerce segment is adding to the
development in logistics and warehousing sector.

The country’s position bettered from 54 in 2014 to 35 in 2016 in the World Bank (WB)’s Logistics Performance Index (LPI), in terms of
overall logistics performance. In fact, India improved its tally in all the six components of LPI. India also registered an overall 30 points rise
in 2017 and stood at 100th position

India is set to witness investments close to Rs.50,000 crore for in creation of warehousing facilities across the country between 2018
and 2020. This investment comes on the back of the fact that nearly Rs 10,000 crore was invested in 2017.

Some of the examples of why the adapting and adopting international best practices as per Indian environment is the way forward.
However, India still has a long way to go in terms of catching up with numerous other best practices and this gap can be covered with the
help of positive reforms like Goods and Services Tax (GST).

• Indian company Rivigo has introduced the global practice of relay trucking in India but it is at a nascent stage and has immense scope
for growth, especially with the advent of Goods and Services Tax (GST).

• Similarly, the globally practised hyperlocal model and the technological advancements in big data have been successfully adopted in
Future Group’s Big Basket venture and Wipro’s Insta Intelligence automation tool respectively.



Indian Logistics Sector: On the Path of Transformation

Warehouses will now play a significant and larger role in the entire supply chain as they will function as facilitation and fulfilment centres
apart from just storage functions. All such policies have increased the interest of global players in Indian markets. Indian logistics sector
growth will be accelerated by inflow of foreign funds as well as global practices.

The GST regime is certain to expedite faster conversion of informal logistics setups to formal ones and speed up freight movement at
interstate borders due to dismantling of check posts. There is a target to reduce the logistics cost in India from the present 14% of GDP
to less than 10% of it, by 2022.

A new Logistics Division in the Department of Commerce has been established to coordinate integrated development of the sector by way
of policy changes, improvement in existing procedures, identification of bottlenecks and gaps, and introduction of technology-based
interventions.

The Ministry of Commerce and Industry (MoCI) is developing an integrated logistics portal which would serve as a transactional e-
marketplace by connecting buyers, logistics service providers and the relevant government agencies such as customs, port community
systems, port terminals, shipping lines, railways, etc. Once functional, it would reduce delays and facilitate a transparent, informative and
convenient trading system.



Demand Runs High in India’s Material Handling Industry

The Indian market for materials handling equipment (MHE), accounting for about 13 percent market share of the country’s
construction equipment industry, has witnessed significant growth in the recent past. This growth is primarily being driven by
increasing investment in infrastructure development, growing penetration of advanced technologies, rising demand for increased
automation, and safe working practices in the manufacturing space. The market is expected to grow at a compound annualized
growth rate (CAGR) of 10 percent from 2016 through 2020.

With the government of India’s renewed focus on incentivizing the manufacturing sector, the logistics market is likely to reap the
benefits in the coming years. Manufacturing will remain one of the biggest demand drivers of the warehousing sector. Estimates
predict that investment in warehousing can produce returns in the range of 12 to 20 percent annually.

The government of India has delicensed the MHE industry and allowed 100 percent foreign direct investment (FDI) under the
automatic route. Further, given the Make In India initiative and the government’s focus on ease of doing business, this industry
presents several opportunities for global players. Increasing demand for customized solutions brings in the opportunity to develop
after-sales services like onsite training and assistance. There is also an increased emphasis on environmentally friendly and green
machines, ergonomics and aesthetic designs. Global players can also explore opportunities in the equipment rental and leasing
business in India.



Material Handling Equipments Classification

The different types of handling equipment can be classified into four major categories: storage, engineered systems, industrial trucks,
and bulk materials handling. Cranes and forklifts dominate the Indian MHE industry. While pick-and-carry cranes are the largest
segment with 27 percent market share, forklifts have 12 percent share. Slew cranes, crawler cranes and tower cranes together
account for 24 percent, while the remaining 37 percent is filled in by other materials handling equipment.

Industry leaders like Jungheinrich, Shenzhen Chainway Information Technology, Pepperl + Fuchs Factory Automation, Grey Orange,
Godrej Material Handling, Trafik Bremen GMBH, Ace Action Construction Equipment, Neelkamal, WAtrana Forklift, Kion Group, Linde
Material Handling, Liugong, Yale Material Handling- Electromech Material Handling Systems, Kelley Material Handling, Hyundai
Construction Equipment and many more are a part of the India Material Handling & Logistics Show 2019.

India Material Handling & Logistics Show (IMHLS) is a dedicated business-to-business event bringing the material handling industry
together to showcase latest innovations, develop new methods and discover new trends and technologies. As a leading event in India,
the exhibition provides an essential networking opportunity for all those involved in all aspects of material handling and storage
solutions.



Market Trends – Technological Advancement in Warehouses

Smart Warehouses - A smart warehouse is one where all gadgets and devices are connected to each other via the Internet (Internet of Things). They are also
referred to as intelligent warehouses or warehouses that think. Robotics and automation are widely used in such set-ups.

Adoption of Warehouse Management System (WMS) and other IT-driven solutions are becoming effective in increasing the competitiveness of the warehousing
industry.

Blockchain – A reliable system comprising a series of blocks that records transactional data and improves credibility with fool-proof transactions.

Artificial Intelligence – It enables logistic players to automate supply chain and collate first hand insights like tracking, backend operations, inbound and
outbound fictions etc; that otherwise remains hidden in constantly generating data.

IoT for tracking – This includes RFID tags, GPS, geo-fencing, geo-tagging and specialised sensors. With help of RFID tags, GPS and specialised sensors shipment
can tracked in real-time allowing detection of potential breaches so that company can fast track their shipment to avoid the same.

Augmented Reality – the augmented reality along with facial recognition technology is driving positive results in securing deliveries. The technology is also
making last-mile delivery more futuristic with building recognition and indoor navigation. It, moreover, is helping in warehouse planning for improved in-house
logistics.

Autonomous transport – it has already been materialised in the western market and India has already approved regulations for drones and related frameworks
are in pipeline. It is projected that autonomous transport can save upto 20% fuel costs by supporting transportation, warehousing operations and last mile
deliveries. The launch of 5G services by 2020 is also anticipated by the industry and will pave the way for logistics 4.0 in India.

Understanding the growth potential of the industry, the India Warehousing Show 2019 will bring together latest and innovative technologies and solutions from
India and abroad at one platform.





India Warehousing Show
20-21-22 June 2019, Pragati Maidan, New Delhi

India’s truly global warehousing exhibition!

India Warehousing Show (IWS) currently in its 9th edition has cemented its place as the largest and leading exhibition and conference
for the intra-logistics. It brings together companies that provides warehouse building solutions, materials handling solutions, storage
solutions, weighing solutions, automation and packaging for logistics, AIDC and software solutions, logistics service providers, LCV’s
and UCV’s and other related industries under one roof. The 9th India Warehousing Show 2019 scheduled from 20th – 22nd June 2019
at Pragati Maidan, New Delhi. The show has dedicated zones like Automation for Logistics, Packaging for Logistics, E-commerce Zone,
Last Mile Delivery and Warehouse Real Estate Zone.

IWS includes all of the resources to attract the highest quality of audience, making it an ideal platform to capture leads, promote your
brand and drive new business. The show covers hundreds of key players featuring new products, ideas, innovations and much more.



USPs of IWS

Find and explore new products and services 
There is so much to do and explore at IWS. Visitors from more than 15 countries and 250 exhibitors with live product demonstrations 
allows participants to gain wider perspective of services and solutions for your company.  

Offers opportunity to meet the who’s who of logistics industry in India
IWS enables participants and visitors to meet industry analysts and leaders to exchange ideas and best business practices. They will 
not only demonstrate their products; but will help you get in-depth information and knowledge about the industry. IWS is your 
opportunity to stay ahead of the curve.

Learn more connect and interact through networking 
The show will provide you relevant information, which are key for your company and you. The program of the show combines 
workshops, panel discussions, conferences, keynotes, etc., to help compete in today’s inter-connected industry.

Grow beyond your expectations: experience new zones
Five dedicated featured zones such as Warehouse Real Estate Zone, e-Commerce Logistics Zone , Supply Chain Zone, 
Packaging4Logistics and Automation Zone.



Benefits of Exhibiting at India Warehousning Show

Excellent return 
on investment

Generate sales 
lead

Know your 
competitors

Measure 
market

Showcase and 
demonstrate 
products & 
technology

Meet with 
industry 
partners

Generate 
brand 

awareness



What’s new in India Warehousing Show 2019

Business match-making platform (PRE-FIX YOUR MEETINGS)

In our continuous endeavour to uplift and further enrich the experience on the expo
days, make use of our business match making platform, GOCONNECT. This is a
complimentary on line tool to pre-schedule your meetings with buyers before going
to the expo floor virtually.

Last Mile Delivery Expo & Convention (LMD)
LMD is a platform that aims at bringing together over 200 industry experts (CEOs, Presidents,
Vice Presidents, Directors, General Managers, Heads of Departments (Fulfilment, supply chain,
last mile delivery, logistics, etc.) from leading e-commerce companies, retailers who face the last
mile challenges and logistics, supply chain and technology solution providers who help address
the challenges with their disruptive and innovative solutions thereby bringing efficiency and
optimisation to the last mile process.

Introducing focused zone catering to warehouse real estate industry 

In its 9th edition, India Warehousing Show is introducing a dedicated zone on Warehouse Real
Estate. Be a part of the warehouse & logistics growth in India by joining the event. The event
welcomes investors, real estate developers and brokers along with consultants from India &
abroad.



Exhibitor Profile @ IWS
AIDC Solutions
•Barcode Scanners & Printers
•Coding & Marking Solutions
•RFID Solutions
•Packing Tables
•Protective Packaging
•ERP Solutions
•Tracking & Tracing Softwares
•Sorting Systems
•Automated Guided Vehicle/ Carts
•AIDC Solutions
•Last Mile Technology Companies
•Supply Chain Automation

Packaging Solutions for Logistics
•Dunnage Bags
•Lashings
•Pallet Wrappers
•Protective Packaging Solutions
•Strapping Solutions
•Wrapping Solutions

Logistics Automation
•Automated Storage and Retrieval Systems
•Automated Guided Vehicle/ Carts
•Cloud Solutions
•Conveyor Systems
•ERP Solutions
•Fleet Management Software
•GPS Navigation & Vehicle Tracking Systems
•Industrial Robots
•Integrated Traffic Systems & Control Technologies
•Sorting Systems
•Warehouse Management System

Warehousing Infrastructure
•Building Material Companies
•Fire & Safety Solutions
•HVLS Fans
•Industrial Coolers
•Industrial Doors, Shutters and Gates
•Industrial Flooring Solutions
•Industrial Roofing
•Insulation Solutions
•Lighting Solutions
•Monitoring & Security Solutions
•Power back-up Solutions
•Pre-Engineered Buildings
•Ventilation Systems
•Warehouse Roofing Solutions

Supply Chain
•2PL Companies (Asset Based Logistics)
•3PL & 4PL Companies
•Industrial Parks
•Logistics & Supply Chain Consultants
•Logistics & Supply Chain Companies
•Logistics Parks
•Warehousing Companies
•Storage Solutions
•Automated Storage and Retrieval Systems
•Containers
•Mobile Shelving
•Pallets, Bins and Crates
•Racks
•Trolleys



• 3 PL / 4 PL / 5PL companies
• Automobile & automotive
• Brokers & land owners
• Builders, architects & consultants
• Cement & building materials
• Chemical & pesticides
• Coating & adhesives
• Courier & cargo companies
• Defence
• Electronics & electrical
• Fertilizers
• FMCG
• Food & beverage
• Furniture
• Heavy engineering products 

manufacturers
• Liquor & wine
• Logistics & shipping companies

• OEM’s
• Paints, Oils & Lubricants
• Paper, Printing & Packaging
• Petrochemical
• Pharmaceutical
• Ports, Railways & Terminals
• Power Grids
• PSU’s
• Retail & e-Commerce
• Steel & Other Metals
• Structural Engineers
• Supply Chain Consultants
• Supply chain, Logistics 

Companies & Logistics Parks
• Textile
• Tyres
• Warehouse Owners

Visitors at IWS



Previous exhibitors to IWS represent leading organisations
including

•Access International
•ACI Logistics
•Activision (S) Pte. Ltd.
•Agni Fabrication & Maintenance Works
•AIOI Systems Co. Ltd.
•AmbaFlex Asia Pacific bv
•AMK GmbH
•Automha SRL
•Beumer Group
•Bitatek Co. Ltd.
•Cheng Hua Engineering Works Sdn Bhd
•CTI Systems S.A.
•Desert Global General Trading Ltd. Co.
•Dortmund & Hubbard LLC
•Durwen forklift attachments
•Ehrhardt+ Partner Group
•Exactus Systems JLT  
•Fukunaga Engineering Co. Ltd. 

•G-Dok Industries
•Guidance Automation Ltd.
•Hamriyah Free Zone Authority, Sharjah
•Hangzhou Vanguard Machinery Co. Ltd.
•Hebei zhongmei special rubber
•Inter Agra Sc
•JSC “VIGIDAS PACK"
•Laemchabang Imex Co. Ltd.
•Linhai Jindu Mold & Plastic Co. Ltd.
•M.P.M SRL
•Neotex
•Ningbo Ruyi Joint Stock Co.,Ltd.
•Nobelift Equipment Joint Stocks Co.Ltd.
•PHL Material Handling Ltd.
•Platinum Proplastics
•Pronk Multiservice India Pvt. Ltd.
•Richter Gabelstapler GmbH & Co. KG
•Schoeller Alibert International Middle East

•Shandong Province Qingyun County Junchuang Lock 
Industrial Co., Ltd

•Shenzen Huanan Xinhai Drive  Machine Co.Ltd

•Shenzhen Chainway Information Technology Co. Ltd.

•Shenzhen Sunqit Electronics Technology Co. Ltd

•System Logistics SPA
•TITAN Containers A/S
•Trilogiq Modular System India
•TVH Thermote & Vanhalst group

•Wizard Labs LLC., Inc.

•Xiamen Hanin Electronic Technology Co Ltd

•Zhangjiagang  City Saibo Science & Technology Co.Ltd

•Zhejiang Jialift Warehouse Equipment Co. Ltd.

•Zhongshan CASCOO Metal Machinery Co. Ltd.



Meet Global Players 
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 Direct mail & online campaign: with a strong database of over 1,35,000
warehousing & supply chain professionals, IWS runs a series of email,
emailers & e-newsletter campaign to target over visitors.

 GoConnect- Business matchmaking: a featured business matchmaking
program will enable the exhibitors to pre-schedule their meetings. This
leads to meaningful connections before & during the show .

 PR & Social Media: IWS create a target PR program focusing on the
benefits of visiting or exhibiting at the show. The program enjoys support
from leading associations of the industry & media through releases |
Social media campaigns on LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook as well as SEO,
Google Adwords and re-marketing to awareness.

 Tele-Marketing: Tele-calling our data of potential visitors comprising of
decision makers from the various industries.

 Industry magazines: Advertisements and editorial coverage in top Indian
and International trade magazines | Advertisement in leading mainline &
regional newspapers before & during the show days.

 Featured program (VIP Buyer): a hosted special VIP buyer program have
been designed for the companies which are currently leading investors in
warehousing & supply chain in India.

Marketing Activities



For more information contact:

Aditi Agnihotri
International Sales Manager
+9654125938 
Aditi.agnihotri@reedmanch.com

Reed Manch Exhibitions Pvt. Ltd.
D – 2, Unit no. 3,4 & 5, 1st Floor,
Southern Park Building, Saket District Center,
Saket, New Delhi – 110017

T: +91-011- 66056300
E: info@reedmanch.com
W: www.reedmanch.com
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